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Value of the data {#sec0001a}
=================

•This dataset can benefit creativity researchers to contemplate the critical role of middle temporal gyrus in novelty and usefulness processing of creativity.•The dataset presented in the article can inspire researchers from other fields such as memory and learning, novel detection.•The dataset can be used for investigating creativity by combined with other mothed.•The dataset can be used for decoding mental states during view of familiar objects and novel objects.•The presented data may guide the future experimental design of creative evaluation processing related to the novelty and usefulness processing of creativity.

1. Data description {#sec0001}
===================

The novelty and usefulness are two critical features for creativity [@bib0001], [@bib0002], [@bib0003], [@bib0004], [@bib0005]. The fMRI scans were acquired when participants comprehend the three types of creative design pictures. Each subject\'s fMRI data, which were divided into three runs. There were 51 trials that averaged contain three conditions (three types of the creative designs) of object picture for each run (17 trials for each condition), and three runs contain 153 trials (51 trials for each condition) ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}). The released dataset contains the following items: (1) the raw data includes T1-weighted anatomical for each subject, (2) the raw data for fMRI includes three runs for each subject, (3) The basic information of all participants in the MRI scanning ([Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}), (4) the onset time and duration of each trial during the experiment, (5) object stimuli used in the experiment and behavioral post-test, (6) Behavioral post-test data, which was a novelty and usefulness evaluation in a 5-scaled test using the same pictures in fMRI scanning by the same group of participants, and (7) the whole brain activation in novelty processing ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}) and usefulness processing ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}), which was supplementary of the original publication in Neuroimage [@bib0006].Fig. 1Whole experimental procedure. First, the 3D -T1\*-weighted anatomical images were scanned by 8 min, and then scanned T2\*-weighted function images for three runs that each run was 9 min 35 s. There was 1 min between the two runs. Each run begins with 20 s "+" fixation. And then, the picture appears for 6 s, followed with 3--5 s jitter. The three types of trials were pseudo-random presented among the three conditions. For the order of the three runs, we also balanced with the different subjects. Participants were asked to comprehend the picture for the entire 6 s and to evaluate the usefulness for each object. There were 51 trials for each run (17 trials for one type).Fig. 1Table 1The basic information of participants in the scanning.Table 1SubNoScanning TimeGenderOldSpecialtyNote12015/6/408:20Male23Traffic Engineering22015/6/409:20Female23--32015/6/1208:20Female24Humanities and Social Science42015/6/1209:20Female25Management Science and Engineering52015/6/1908:20Male23Rural Regional Development62015/6/2508:20Male24Mechanical Design and Theory72015/6/2509:20Female19Plant Production82015/7/208:20Female20Horticulture Professional92015/7/209:20Male21Seed Science and Technology102015/7/308:20Female20Biological Science112015/7/309:20Male23Electronic Information Science and Technology122015/7/808:20Male21Agricultural Mechanization and its automation**Deleted**132015/7/809:20Female20Industrial Design142015/7/908:20Female21Geographic Information Engineering Science152015/7/909:20Female19Resources and Environment162015/8/1808:20Male22Thermal Energy and Power Engineering**Deleted**172015/8/1809:20Male27Public Administration182015/8/1908:20Male23Computer Science and Technology192015/8/1909:20Male22Electrical Engineering and Automation202015/8/2108:20Male22Civil Engineering and Water Resources212015/8/2109:20Female21Biological Science[^1]Fig. 2Whole brain analysis of T contrast to separate novelty processing. (a) In the NU-FU comparison, the brain regions involved the medial temporal lobe (MTL), the middle temporal gyrus (MTG), the middle occipital gyrus (MOG), the amygdala, the midbrain (substantia nigra, SN), the thalamus, the fusiform gyrus, the perceptual motion system (pre/postcentral gyrus) and several frontal regions. (b) In the inverse comparison, FU-NU, involved the large brain region of the default mode network (DMN), which includes the precuneus, the cuneus, the medial frontal gyrus and so on (Please see our research paper [@bib0006] in Table 2).Fig. 2Fig. 3Whole brain analysis of T contrast to separate usefulness processing. (a) In the NU-NS comparison, the brain regions included the medial temporal lobe (MTL), the middle temporal gyrus (MTG), the superior/middle occipital gyrus, the precuneus, and several frontal regions such as superior/middle frontal gyrus. (b) The reverse comparison of NS-NU involved the inferior parietal lobule, the supramarginal gyrus, the insula, the superior temporal gyrus and several frontal regions including the inferior frontal gyrus, the medial frontal gyrus, and the superior frontal gyrus which includes the precuneus, the cuneus, the medial frontal gyrus and so on (Please see our research paper [@bib0006] in Table 3).Fig. 3

2. Experimental design, materials, and methods {#sec0002}
==============================================

2.1. Participants {#sec0003}
-----------------

Informed consent was obtained from each subject under a protocol approved by the ethics committee of the Center for Biomedical Imaging Research, Tsinghua University. There were 21 healthy subjects (11 males, mean age ± *s*.d., 22.10 ± 2.05) who were recruited to join the fMRI scanning (19 subjects in formal analysis). Two subjects were excluded in the further analysis, which were the subjects No.12 and No.16 in our dataset. The subject No.12 was reported that he was headache during the scanning, the subject No.16 was had excessive head motion during scanning. For more detail information about subjects, please see the [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}.

2.2. Imaging data acquisition {#sec0004}
-----------------------------

MR scans were acquired a 3T Philips Achieva 3.0T TX MRI scanner with a 32-channel head coil. A total of 30 slices were acquired every 2 s an echo-planar imaging sequence. T2\*-weighted function images: repetition time = 2000 ms, echo time = 35 ms, flip angle = 90°, field of view = 200 mm × 200 mm, 64 × 64 matrix, voxel size = 3.12 mm × 3.12 mm × 4 mm, 30 slices, 4 mm thickness, and no-gap slices. 3D -T1\*-weighted anatomical images: 180 slices, repetition time = 7.65 ms, echo time = 3.73 ms, FA = 8°, field of view = 230 mm × 230 mm, voxel size = 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm, 1 mm thickness.

2.2. Materials and experimental design {#sec0005}
--------------------------------------

The fMRI scanning used 153 pictures that were chosen and modified from the pictures in pretest material designs. Participants were asked to comprehend each design throughout the entire 6 s and respond to the usefulness evaluation for every design via pressing the yes or no button within 6 s. The three types of creativity design were familiar and useful design (FU), novel and useless design (FU), and novel and useful design (NU). Participants performed three runs, with 17 trials per condition each run (each includes three conditions contained 51 trials). For the whole procedure, we first scanned the 3D -T1\*-weighted anatomical images, which takes about 8 min, and then scanned T2\*-weighted function images for three runs that each run was 9 min 35 s. Between each run had 1 min for subject to rest. Each run begins with 20 s "+" fixation. And then, the picture appears for 6 s, followed with 3--5 s jitter. Each trial displayed 6 s. The three types of trials were pseudo-random presented among the three conditions. Between the two trials was a jitter with 3--5 s. For the order of the three runs, we also balanced with the different subjects ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}). For more details about the data and analysis methods, please see the original publication in Neuroimage [@bib0006].
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[^1]: Please Note that SubNo is subject number.
